
The School House

Ferness, Nairnshire, IV12 5UP

Tel: 01309 651 319 or 07860 867 118

Email: contact@greentreeartsstudio.co.uk

www.greentreeartsstudio.co.uk
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Studio
and Spaces

We offer gift vouchers which

can be redeemed against any

workshop or retreat package.
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“Art enables us to
find ourselves and lose

ourselves at
the same time.”

Thomas Merton

Whether you are looking to find yourself, lose yourself, reignite
your creativity, promote your artistic endeavours, or are starting
out on your journey of expression, Green Tree Arts Studio is the
ideal space to help you do just that.

The workshop space is available for either individual or group

use. There are several easels, tables and benches. The room

has good natural light; there is a large double sink.

Our studio room is neutral and uncluttered, bright and airy – it’s

a blank canvas, yours to use as you wish: the ideal space to fuel

your imagination. 

Our versatile exhibition space can be used for pop up

exhibitions or other group events.

Self-catering accommodation is available on-site along with a

communal kitchen space. 

Creative Retreats 

Our artistic retreats are something a little bit different. Instead

of focusing solely on instruction, we concentrate on offering

support in finding your own creative path – it’s about the

experience, the opportunity for personal reflection and the

enjoyment rather than simple artistic merit.

For some it’s about having the chance to escape the pressures

of day to day life without breaking the cycle of creativity.

Accommodation either on-site or locally can be provided. A

variety of packages are available.

For more
information:

www.greentreeartsstudio.co.uk

Gift
Vouchers
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Art Therapy

Green Tree is an artistic hub,

designed to foster creativity, support

individuals and groups. We provide

temporary studio space, artistic

retreats, exhibition space with event

promotion, creative workshops and

groups. We cater for everyone from

the complete novice and enthusiastic

amateur to established artists.

Another branch of Green Tree is our

Art Therapy Service for adults and

children.

Art therapy involves making pictures or models in the context

of a therapeutic relationship: the art work is undertaken in the

presence of an Art Therapist who has experience of art as a

medium, has had training in psychotherapy and understands

how the process of art can be useful in enabling us to effect

change and growth on a personal level. No experience of using

art or artistic skill is necessary to benefit from the experience. 

Art therapy can be used with children and young people who

may be experiencing a range of difficulties such as

bereavement, poor self- esteem, low confidence, or trying to

recover from the effects of bullying, family breakdown or any

experience that has been traumatic for them to cope with. 

Sometimes it is hard for young people to understand their

feelings and to find the words to explain this.  It can often be

easier for them to represent thoughts or sensitive issues by

drawing, painting, or in making something. Art in this way can

both help a child make sense of their emotions as well as allow

their parents or carers gain a greater understanding to how

their child might be feeling.

Adults too can sometimes find it hard to express their

feelings. Whether you are an adult in crisis, carrying emotional

‘baggage’ from long ago or are simply dealing with a stressful

situation in your life and feel in need of some support, then art

therapy can help find a solution. The creative journey and space

for reflection that this provides can help you discover a healthier

sense of self, learn new coping mechanisms and gain a greater

understanding of your emotions.

To find out more about how

Art Therapy can help

you or someone you

care for, or to

book a

consultation

please

contact us.

Workshops
Who we are
and what we offer

*STUDIO+SPACES
*WORKSHOPS *ART THERAPY

At Green Tree Arts Studios, we believe that your creative

experience should be about you having the opportunity to

experiment, explore and create without feeling the pressure

to produce. 

Our creative workshops are led by a visiting artists & makers

from all over Scotland. They will share their skills, experience

and passion about their craft/art practice with you as part of

your creative experience.  Whether you are looking for a

new experience or wish to develop or expand on

a technique you have enjoyed before, or

simply want to enjoy a relaxing and

stimulating day, then our workshop

programme could be for you. All

workshops are suitable for

those with all levels of

experience.

Creative Groups

These groups are suitable

for anyone seeking creative

development and personal

exploration through art.

They offer a safe, supportive

environment in which art-

making can be used to access

and express thoughts and

feelings. Providing time for

reflection through your use of art

materials such as paint, clay, pastels, 3D

work and collage and through your time as

part of a group experience.

Allowing you to explore your creative potential, stimulate your

imagination, and facilitate self-expression and personal growth. 

For team or group events, packages can be tailored to meet

your individual needs and can be suitable as a CPD Activity

or as a team building event. Please contact us to discuss

your ideas.

www.greentreeartsstudio.co.uk

The beautiful and peaceful location of Green Tree Arts Studio

and the space it offers, is the most wonderful place to both

relax and inspire creative minds. The studio is set in a former

Nairnshire school with light spacious rooms, high ceilings and

large windows which are great for use as a creative space.

For more
information:

The venue is a real
asset and creates an
amazing environment
for exploring your
creativity, immediately
making you feel
relaxed and away from
the pressures of
everyday life!
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